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Poetry Slam
On a quiet Thursday (April 9, ,2015 to be exact),
George Jenkins held their first annual Poetry
Slam event.
Rather than have students face off in a poetic
confrontation, we chose to read poetry and appreciate how great the written word can be when put
together for a purpose.
The following pages contain the poems and photos of our very first brave participants.
We look forward to holding this event annually.
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Student: Charles Coulter
Bobby flae, Bobby flae
You have my stove on high
And turned on all the way
Bobby flae, Bobby flae
Why won’t you cook for me?
It would make me more jolly
Than santas Christmas tree
Bobby flae, Bobby flae
The way you handle my pan
Everyone must know
You’re the man with the plan
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Student: Caleb Kennedy
Hook x2: Imma spit the truth to ya’ll like you never heard it,
Take the sweet sounds and words, transform it then convert it,
To wisdom you can apply straight to your life,
Knowledge is power and growth, that sounds right……
Verse: Hold up wait I must have selective hearing,
Just know the end is nearing, please don’t judge based on my appearance,
My ego may not make the 8ft clearance……
A lil cocky to say the least, I had a girlfriend but beauty is what killed the
beast,
And imma beast when it comes to this lyricism,
My flow is complete take over like I’m talking communism,
I tell you girl, calm her bosom,
And it’s the truth, that good girls only come, a dime in a dozen……
One and twelfth chance you find you one, not no one and done,
Not a girl you call up just to get you some…..
While we steady exposing, claiming the truth is showing,
And ya’ll mad that your business all out in the open,
Can’t you see, ya’ll caught up in a circular motion,
It just goes back and forth, yeah back and forth,
To blind to see this is really what ya’ll been asking for……..
Hook x2
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Publix Chicken
Students: Rodrigo Messias and Zachary Noay
We are hungry.
We need food.
What shall we eat?
We need chicken.
Where from?
Where we can find a Publix.
Wow. Publix chicken, yum!
We found the fried chicken!
What shall we pay with?
With the 2 gift cards and 50 cent.
With pleasure we shall eat.
With our chicken we are complete.
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I would have too
Student: Cate Rosenoff
I stumble and fall, on autopilot
Out of the room. Guide myself to a corner
With the eyes of nurses following my every move,
My system in shock.
Because
How would I live without
him?
Who would walk me down
the aisle on my wedding day?
Can a life be taken so suddenly from the grip of my soul?
Would I dare to do any of the
things I did with him, without
him?
Because
I lost a part of myself last

night
Sitting on the frigid hospital
floor, bathed in white tiles.
Because
You truly never know how fortunate you are until
Your Dad-the one that builds
airplanes with you, teaches you
how to golf,
The one that shows you your life
is worth more than you can imagine by just being thereHas a brain bleed on a Thursday
night.
So you ask, is he still alive? Yes.
However I catch myself thinking
if he would have died, I would
have too
Because living a life without
someone you love, might as well
be a lie.
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Words
Student: Kaitlin Bodiford
What are words?
Words are power.
Words are strength.
Without words, we would be lost.
Lost and expressionless.
Words give us outlets,
channels of emotion and opinion.
When you are afraid, you use words.
When you are proud, you use words.
Happy
Lost
Empty
All emotions are expressed through words.
Hope can be found in words.
Letters pieced together
to rally us a soul.
Words hold the world in their hands.

Economy, society, everyone and everything
needs words.
For without words,
we would be nothing.
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Goodbye
Student: Joyce Dyer
I failed to understand the meaning of goodbye
It was casual, expected, neglected, and I
Never seemed to grasp the meaning of goodbye
Because I could never imagine a moment where you were not by my side
How terrifying it is, when the world around me suddenly caves in
And my mind gives way to memories through the dim…Light!
And silently I know that the situation is grim
But my paralyzed thoughts drown out the din
Fear choked words could not express the pain
That I couldn’t feel when the sky cried rain
Finally I had been striped of my chains
But losing you made it all vain
For years I couldn’t accept goodbyes
And painfully I began to realize
That I would never see the twinkle in your eyes
not in the expanse of day not the vastness of night
Two existances, as one was never meant to be
And so I cry knowing that I will never be
Held in the embrace that is my sea
Or see the smile that holds my galaxy
Because happy endings are imaginary
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At My Door
Student: A’Lundrea Morris

Now this six year old has to love
with aids, because this momma
The world we live in anything,
got raped, and things ain’t go so
Can be at yo door.
great. The man is out living life
Kids being killed. Drugs being dealt. day to day. What a shame.
Anything can be at yo door.
Nobody’s at yo door.
Pain being spread, lies being read. When the world needed change.
Anything can be at yo door.
Kids having kids. People did what Kids dropping out of school, just
they did.
to do what they want. Moving
Anything can be at yo door.
away, turning astray.
Who is at my door.
See society need a change,
when all things go bang,
Following God is the key, cause
and everybody wants to be
everybody isn’t as right as me.
in a gang. That’s exactly why
now I’m not perfect nor do I deserve
society needs a change!
it.
Who is at my door.
but when society’s down, ill be on
my
A kid can’t walk down the road
knees praying to the crown. Nobody
without being scowled, and
knows where to go, but I realized,
being jumped is the code.
it’s you at my door.
Now who was at his door.
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The Man Who Possesses the Golden Watch
Student: Alex Hoback
I don’t believe that man
who possess the golden watch
is too fond of me
He perpetually winds
the miniscule hour hand
causing time to pass in the blink of an eye
when I have too much to accomplish

He absolutely adores my peers
who always find time not only for their studies
but leisure time as well
I’ve attempted to ally with him
putting in extra hours afore the sun’s rising
and well after its setting
but the man with the golden watch sees no reason
I’m forced to go about hearing the “tick tick tick”
of his precious golden watch
torturing me, reminding me that
hard as I may try, he never allows me
enough time
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Time
Student: Gaby Cordovez Aldez
Do we really know what it is?
Is the past gone? Is the future yet to come?
Maybe nothing we’re doing has yet been done.
Sit and wait
We live and forget
Meanwhile, does time really go on?
Some try to grasp it
Others may try to run.
But they never can..
Because maybe all eternity is happening at once.
Maybe it’s an illusion fixed into our minds,
Where future has happened and the past rewinds.
A single string full of moments playing at once.
In simple harmony that we’ll never understand
Because if time exists
Then we’ve been fooled by its tricks
As it passes by almost like it could fly.
Or drags along like our feet on the floor.
And so people look back at misused time
Pleading for more
Because if time does exit
Then we’re most definitely wasting it
Worrying of what’s to come.
Looking back on what’s been done.
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Student: David Gregorat

Ambition with a clear vision
Making waves without division
Assisting others through my position
Remaining humble can seem like a lesson
But the prospective is what gives it substance
Everybody has complications
It isn’t complicated to see
What needs to be seen
And remain in between
Showing growth
Instilling hope
Not being at each other’s throats
Looking at your goals through a scope
Ensuring that life’s too short to mope
Rife with wanting to avoid contempt
Attempt to make a difference
Some mistake it as brilliance
You take it as resilience
All it really is is deliverance
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New Horizons
Student: Langston Carper
New horizons
Moving to a new town
Came from the mid-west
Now I’m living in the dirty south
People saying that I’m truly blessed
To be closer to my family
I miss my friends so much
But makin new ones was kinda easy
Still feeling like and outsider
Keeping my head down
Like a low rider
Keep getting looks like some fascinating creature But being the new kid has
me feeling Like Alice in wonderland And it makes me wonder if I’ll ever go
back home again There’s an emptiness inside There are times I wanna cry But
then I remember all people that have come into my life There’s this one in
particular She stands out to me Helpin with the pain of moving She knows
how hard its gotta be She’s real sweet and she loves to sing She does it for the
fun of it But her educations where her focus is While I make beats in my
spare time Mine is getting into the music biz So I lift my head head to the sky
To watch the dawn break And in my mind I know it’s gonna be ok Today’s
gonna be a good day
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Morning-Time Slaughter
Student: Randall Nicolodi
I and roused from sleep by a pungent scent.
Stooping and crawling I leave my tent.
Only to find a gruesome scene.
One that would make even a soldier green.
Fat and muscle fibers fry in the fire.
Only the sounds of searing flesh escape the pyre.
The unborn ripped and torn from the womb.
The survivors sent to acidic tombs.
Round calcium shatters and the contents burned.
I blanch at the sight and my stomach is turned.
The perpetrator turns to me at last.
“Hello, son. Time for breakfast!”
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Sixteen
Student: Brianna Sanchez
Got my first car
Shiny red black interior
Freedom is at my fingertips
I can almost touch it
When I was sixteen

I never have any time
Between homework and my job
Grades are dropping
I was almost fired
When I was sixteen

One more year to graduation
I got into my dream college
My friends and I are going on a
Gas is going up again
senior trip
My bank account is going down We’re going to New York
I’m at home more often
When I was sixteen
Freedom is losing its thrill
When I was sixteen
Got my first job
I’ve been waiting for years
Since I was fourteen
I hope my parents will be proud
When I was sixteen
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Life Story
Student: Karina Santiago Vasquez
The blade struck again and again,
All she could see was blood.
She started crying,
All she wished was to be dying.
Tears rushed down her face,
She felt a pain to call her brother.
In bed she laid,
And beside her the devilish blade.
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Matt Rivera (a.k.a Sonic)
Sonic has no poem here
because he rocked the house
with his amazing
beat –boxing!!
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Poetry Jam
Student: Hayley Cox
Arms tense
Teeth clenched
Holding back everything I want to say to
you
Sweat drips
Heart ripped
Tears fall
Brain stalls
I open my mouth
Nothing
Comes
Out
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Masquerade
Student: Lorie Quesada

Oh, look! You’ve been invited to a masquerade
Get up, get ready, the day is approaching
Apply the cosmetics, tidy your colored locks and put on your mask
Hide it all behind your little façade, play your little charade
Wear the mask that grins and lies
That hides the unspoken truth of your life
With torn and bleeding hearts, we smile
Hide the pain and tears for another night of sorrow
We dance along with the others
Following the routine
But then everything changes
Swish, you’ve let the mask fall
There you stand
Your once clever and sturdy walls have broken down
The mask has peeled off
Your secrets are revealed
You no longer feel sadness or sorrow
You’ve broken down and let your emotions run wild
Zap, you’ve been let free from your chains
You no longer need to hide behind the mask
And just like that, your invitation has gone
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Scars
Student: Arysa Bredeson
Look at me and tell
Me what you see
Not the girl
You want me to
Be
Now look again
Do you see the pain
Of being me
What you don’t
See is the scars
From my past
The scars that
Tell me who I am
The scars that hold
My hand
The scars that
Say goodbye
The scars that kicked
Me out
The scars make me
Want to shout
The scars that go

Away and the
Ones that stay
Some people can
See them
The scars that
Run down deep
The scars that
Crawled and
Creeped
The people that
Haven’t and hurt
As much as I do
The ones with
monsters under
their beds and demons
in their head
the people who
hide what they tell
till things become
real
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You wake up the next morning.
What do you do if it were you? Mother’s on the couch, Father’s
gone to work
Laying in bed at night with the I’ve been there
dark consuming you, the dark
You nudge her awake, helping
seeping into you, you hear it
Hiding under my covers, hop- her put her makeshift bed away
begin
ing the thick cotton will mute so the younger siblings don’t
the sound of the hatred seeping know
A bright light shines underneath under the door
your bedroom door as the first
Mother has no words as she
words are spoken,
I’ve dealt with sleepless nights, watches you. You wish she’d
with anger, asking myself
speak, say something. “tell me
Silent and gentle…
“what did I do wrong, why do the truth mom” You wish you
they hate each other, did I do had the courage to speak and so
But then the voices get louder this? Oh god I’m sorry, please, does she but nothing is said
and louder, the words come
get them to stop, I’ll do anyfaster and faster and then
thing, please what did I do, why Lately in life, it’s the end. No
do they hate me, if it helps I’ll longer mother and father but
You hold your breath, hoping just go, I’ll do anything just-“ mother and step-father, father
they can’t hear you, hoping
and step-mother
their words are louder than your Stop
thoughts as you bury yourself
And you
under the safety of your bed
My face is buried in my pillow,
sheets
the yelling of a man and a
The nights are silent now. Your
woman outside my door. Of
thoughts are at a standstill but
Wondering
mother and father.
you wonder…
Would You Be You
Student Molly Essayian

When will this end? The words,
the anger, the inability to sleep
at night because your parents,
the people who tell you they
love each other very much, the
people that tell you they love
you, they’re screaming words,
words of hate just opposite that
door

And I wonder… what’s going
to happen. Scared, alone, lost,
slowly falling asleep to this,
lullaby of hatred words, nightmares consume your sleep of
broken homes, broken hearts
The blame on you.

What would’ve happened if you
had used your own words, if
you had spoken the words desired to be said. Would mother
and father be mother and father
Would you be you?
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Prevail
Student: Jayden Polk

Forever traveling down this imprisoned
path of eternal thinking.
The thoughts I have I cannot articulate,
pushing me farther into the abyss.
My heart’s desires begin to fall from
my grasp like sand running through my
frail fingers.
the person I used to be is encased in a
chained chest, and the key is nowhere to be found.
It is as if I’m swimming in the churning sea with
cinder blocks bound to my feet by chains.
I try to swim, and the chains begin to tighten.
The waves begin to tower over me as if to express
their rage towards me trying to escape their clutches.
I am engulfed.
As I lie beneath the surface watching the brutal waters churn
above me, the sun shines through the depths with its luminous
rays of hope and patience. I swim to the shallow waters and soon come
to the realization that the sun is always shining,
and storms will come but they only build my strength.
I will vanquish every storm in my path.
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Smile
Student: Noel Johnson

In pictures most of what you see
Smiles happy smiles
But one smile is wrong
Too straight, too wide, too perky,
But do you notice?
Do you see?
Normal Rockwell is bleeding
Do you care?
That I’m not there, that it’s not really me
No you don’t
Because you got your smile
You can’t tell that behind it
I’m crying
I’m screaming
Dicing for you to notice
I’m not here
Why can’t you see
There’s nothing behind
My smile
At least
Not for you
Not for
Not for them,
But for him
the man who makes
me who I am
I smile for
him
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Student: Sharon Searight
They say that the ocean is blue,
Clearly it’s not blue it’s clear,
If I told you finding love is true,
How would you know it’s the truth in your ear,
You find courage in lies,
But the truth is what you fear,
So from hour to hour you feel like a coward,
Lies you tell yourself taste sour,
Now you’re all alone in the shower,
Watching water hit the wall,
And solemnly fall,
Just like your self-esteem,
When will you realize you’re perfect,
When will you realize you’re worth it,
When will you realize that all the depression
ain’t worth it,
It’s just something you think that you’re cursed
with,
Through your window of pain,
I hear the old you and it’s screaming,
I see the present you and it’s dreaming,
I see the future you and its living setting branch
marks for your futures future that destiny inherited to you,
I’m not a fortune teller or a messenger,
I’m just a sight seer wearing a wife beater,
Denim jeans and white sneakers,
Chorus
Ohhhhh you’re so beautiful,
Only if you knew,
Your appearance would be true,
Ohhh you’re so beautiful,
Under that skin,
Soft like porcelain,
Tell me what you see,
They say that roses are red,

They also say violets are blue,
But not every rose is red,
So I guess that’s half the truth,
If half of the truth is what you’re missing,
Then it’s the whole truth you need,
But you never really had it,
So you really don’t know what you need,
Very little do you know,
Your beauties an admiration that even the biggest
imagination,
Across the nation,
Couldn’t imagine with concentration,
You’re just a walking perfection,
Walking in the wrong direction,
Letting low self-esteem conception,
Be your only deception,
That’s why you wear makeup just to hide yourself,
From yourself and everybody else,
So you the real you is never remembered,
Because the false you is always delivered,
The only person who knows the real you is the real
you,
And the person in the mirror you fear,
That’s always there,
Checking your appearance,
And brushing your hair,
And camouflaging you from the world,
I’m not a fortune teller or a messenger,
I’m just a sight seer wearing a wife beater,
Denim jeans and white sneakers.
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One step
Student: Vanessa Hart
Walking is simple
Everyone does it so much
That their brains go on autopilot
Left, Right, Left, Right
And so on
Now turn the tables, flip the coin
And take a look at me
I plan for weeks in advance
Strap my legs into metal and plastic casts
Force myself up
And take one step
And another, and another
Until I nearly collapse
But my walking doesn’t end there
Because every time I ace a test
I take one step
Every time I defend my friends
I take one step
Every time I push myself to the
limit
I take one step
And suddenly I am running down
this path
Sometimes I even dance
The only problem is

I don’t know the length of this
journey
And it isn’t an easy one
Because there’s no GPS for life
There are many potholes in this
road
And not enough caution signs
Many times I stumble
My legs begin to tremble
My pace begins to slow
The world starts to spin violently
It’s then that I take a deep breath
And grit my teeth
I will not allow myself to fall
I will find and use my hidden
strength
Forget my situation- I and just as
capable
As everyone else
I will walk through life
The same way I walk down the
driveway
One step at a time
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“A Whispered Goodbye”
Student: Lilyan Richards

It started as a normal day,
I put on my boots, kissed the
wife goodbye.
I got in my car and drove away.
Not knowing this would be the
day I’d die.
I clocked in right on time.
Got my tools, whistling
through a smile,
Never knowing the fate that
was mine,
Digging for metal through the
scrap pile.
I walked to the crusher and
opened the jaws
Never thinking to check for a
hydraulic leak.
This is my hamartia, my fatal
flaw.
As the jaws began to close,
they did not creak or squeak.

Still the day carried on
And the jaws continued to close.
In a few hours I’d be gone,
I’m all alone, so no one knows.
I turned around and realized too
late
The closing jaws had sealed me in.
in this moment, I knew my fate
And began to count my sins.
Things I forgot and things I regret.
Memories, birthdays, good and
bad times, promises, lies.
Every single person I’d ever met.
My whole life played like a movie
before my eyes.
As my life came to an end
As I faced my imminent death,
I had goodbye to send,
And so with my final breath,
I whispered, “I love—“
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By Morning
Student: Michael Saintil
So very much like a bad dream, surely you
would clear up by morning. You said you
were here to stay, Mine to keep. I gaze at
you as you run off into the beauty of the
sun with elegance along with grief. I may
call you a liar, a thief, or all that describes
one’s fear that causes sorrow. May we
start again as a bad dream? Or shall you
clear up by morning?
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The Closest thing to flying

Butterflies dance in my stomach
Sweat crawls along my palms
My fingers twist together nervously
And as I stand on the runway, I take a
deep breath
All at once my nervousness sneaks
away,
I dig my spikes into the rubber; in, out,
and in again
One more breath and the world stands
still
Like leopard I leap forward, sprinting
now
The sand pit creeps into my vision
My legs pump faster and faster
Then at once I feel my body leave the
ground,
As I launch myself into the air

Wanderlust

I am enthralled by the beauty by the stars
At once reminded of the minutia of humanity
Convinced of its magnitude
I am livened by the glamour of the sun
At once discovered by its light
Protected by its shadows
I am captivated by the clarity of the falling
rain
At once incapable of breath or speech
Never more alive
I am cleansed by the fullness of the ocean
breeze
At once swelling with purpose
Serene without agenda

I am enticed by the romance of the mountains
The feelings of weightlessness, exhila- At once vulnerable to great fall
Powerful through weakness
rating
Then the next second,
I am completed by the richness of the horiGravity pulls me to the earth
zon
Sand scraps my shins as I slam into
At once invigorated by continuity
the pit
Filled by absence
I stand and scamper from the sand
I am overwhelmed with wanderlust
The length is called out to me,
At once mystified by the intricacy of naI am unsatisfied; I always want to
ture
jump farther
Certain of providence
I await my turn to jump again
-Sami Lee
-Anna Wunderlich
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Carved
Carved like wood
To be shaped to perfection
We strive for better
Lusting and running
Waiting
For our chance
The moments passed
And we tried to escape
From the unbearable reality
That we are not them
But the weights get heavier
Slowly sinking into your thoughts
Thoughts that imprison you
Control you
Until you can break free no longer
Now standing in line
Waiting
To be carved
-Meagan Daugherty

Jasmin Kheder
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Unification by Separation
A world of cubicles, isolated and niche,
Given its purpose through power of speech.
For not every word has been obvious intent,
But if that is the price, it’s meant to be spent.
The welcoming cottage stands tall with open arms.
It dwarfs a cold palace that may bring no harm.
The risk of rejection is outweighed by its boons.
Rather an established dunce than an unknown buffoon.
The crowded alleys values over the barren halls,
The bustling doors over the whispering walls:
This is the humanity I speak of that brings out the best in
you.
Understanding is a goal we work toward;
A tightrope walk that yields life’s greatest reward.
For we are bound yet free by our cubical walls.
They provide us a partition and yet none at all.
To push pasts those walls that split up in two;
This is the advice that I’ll leave up to you.
-Andrew Alach
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Ocean
Like an ocean, I am called
Like an ocean, I am still
Tranquility in the
Radiant sunlight
Like an ocean
I am rage
Like an ocean
I AM
Light emitting glow
Over the gaze of crystal, saline water
-James
Android
Wires bolts and synthetic skin
Eyes blinking like a camera’s lens
They say I am artificial, I am not human
like them.
They ask us strange questions that I do
not understand.
“Do you want to be a real human?”
I do not want to be a “real” human
They all think I want to be like them
They do not understand
Wires cords and errors
This is who I am
-Ashley Bacon

Balance
Pondering if my future is bright,
I do not know, for it might.
Stay focused they say
Work very hard, and then you can play
Easy to say, harder to do
With all the factors we go all through.
College, work to pay the bills,
Oh how high are these hills?
How to measure the priority?
To positively function in society
Success, love, money, power,
Sometimes the taste is so sour.
Walk the line to be straight
Try to minimize all the hate.
Balance, balance, try not to fall
Do not fall down, keep your back off the wall.
Laugh and cry, never lose sight
Of course it is, my future is bright
-Taya Perron
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The founder of the lost boy
Blonde bright eyed girl
Beautiful in grace
Finds herself alone,
As she watches her father below her
Into the center of the earth
People try to comfort her
But it won’t help.
People weep for her
But she doesn’t weep for herself.
She weeps for the dark haired boy,
Who won’t have a father
Life moved quickly the boy grew old
She watched him just like a grandfather clock
Just like she was told
He grew handsome and kind
But something was different about this young man
He grew sweet, he grew caring, he grew better than he could have ever imagined
She loved him like her own but something didn’t seem quite right
He lost his way when he lost his father,
He was uncertain of the path that awaited him
He wanted to fit in that’s all he ever wanted
Just to fit in!
Trying to find himself was much harder than it seemed
This blonde bright eyed girl lends him a hand
And told him it’s good to be different,
Be as different as you can.
-James
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Growing Up
“ I can’t wait to grow up,” Is a line most kids say
Because they do not seem to know how different
life can be.
To be a kid again would mean all my troubles
would simply just vanish.
I would only have to worry about which toy to
choose.
Then, boom, all of a sudden you are in high school,
Where there is stress in weariness
Because there is never enough time.
There is always another test to study for
Or another project to do,
And sleeping is just sometimes not an option.
At times we can be like dolphins,
Only half asleep and still swimming.
I can’t even begin to think of how it will be
To have a family, a career, and bills to pay.
But I know that it will happen with a snap of the fingers.
“Don’t grow up too fast,” Is very important to know
Because soon enough you would do anything to be a kid
again.
-Brianna Storie

Hunter Lintz
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The Fate of Our Futures

But to what extent? By which and what
standard?
They tell us to achieve, to strive at our Why do they categorize our futures, by
best.
the grades of our answers?
Commend us on excellence, but disap- It’s absurd in every way; we’re sick and
prove a failed test.
displaced.
In America they tell us, “education is
Take away the tests that lay out our fate!
everything”; but what they don’t realize We’re only kids, can only take so much.
is they’re ruining our abilities.
Why don’t yall test us on the stress levCharacter is everything, personality
els you combust?
doesn’t matter, all their eyes see is test Endless nights, staying up late studying
scores; baffled.
our brains out, anxiety awaits.
They examine our knowledge, but
Hours before sunrise, we wake up for
knowledge of what? In life will we real- school.
ly need x plus 7 is the square root of
Get dressed.
one?
Get packed.
Knowledge isn’t books, but self-wisdom Set out.
too, what’s the next week, a new test
No excuse.
from our schools? No they don’t care, Now I say this with sincerity, all of it is
they want statistics and fairs. What do true.
their feeling matter?
Give us a break; we’re students-not buf“They’re kids, Oh well!”
foons.
But what they don’t realize, is even
Robots can perform, at any level you
though they’re anonymous,
may want, but humans have limits…
those statistics have names and are
And students have lots.
bound by dis-confidence.
-Rainey Tiegs
So many tests determine our worth.
So many exams to prove whether our
brains work!
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Resplendent Paradise

Iridescent water
Sparking like a diamond in the light
Waves crash softly at my feet
And foam back toward the horizon
Cerulean sky
With a radiating shine
Cast golden rays against my golden skin,
And a tawny coastline
Golden sands
Crustal granules stretching across the horizon
It goes through my toes
And all at once, I am satisfied
The ever stretching expanse
A shimmering sunshine over a sailboat at sea
The absence of all stressors
Resplendent paradise
-Taylor Philipson
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Years Ago
Years ago the sun shined and the birds chirped,
A crown of flowers adorned the little girls hair.
She drew pictures of her momma
And sung songs for the neighbors to hear
Her daddy was proud and they danced in the rain,
What a happy family.
Bright smiles and pale faces
Bright smiles and pale faces
Years ago a fourth grader had her nose in a book.
But she bumped into a wall that brought her back.
Time had passed by and her momma was waiting,
And neighbors had been in an accident.
Her daddy got sick that year.
Too bad she wasn’t all that happy.
Years ago the young teen found that life could be cruel.
The sun didn’t shine as bright and her hair grew dark.
Her momma was sad,
the empty house broke her heart,
And daddy died the year before.
There was no light anymore.
Years ago the now blossomed woman came home
The girl red in the face like a rose wilted in the dark
Until one bright smile with a pale face held her.
The now open window lit the way
And the warmth of their love brought her back
-Susana Santiosteban
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Pressure
You would swim among the sharks to make
them think
You’re brave.
You would fight boxers to make them think
You’re strong.
You would cover the black bruises under
your empty eyes to make them think
You’re pretty, handsome, alive.
You would crack, fall, break under the pressure, and realize
You’re already swimming among sharks
and
Fighting boxers.
-Taylor Hull

Tracy Woods
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Prospect Avenue

Your town
The town

It seems the walk I’ve walked a
million times before is unknown
You gaze, in retrospect, and
As if I am getting the tenth firstWalk to Prospect Avenue
impression of my surroundings,
As if I have never felt this warm
You drag your feet
salty breeze crawling up my skin,
Meet the street
Or maybe my memory is just
And to the synagogue.
wearing thin.
On top the pink hill,
But keep in mind to
Your heart is filled
Walk to Prospect Avenue
With song, love and a monologue.
You meet the tulips in front of the
town diner,
The blossom’s gone, and color fading, the stem can’t be hold its
weight
You keep in rout, you
Walk to Prospect Avenue
Halfway there you meet the High
School
Now go up the 59 steps and look
down upon

Through the gate
You have arrived.
You’ve walked to
Prospect Avenue
-Mariana Makarem
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Rush

Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Renew

Warmth rushes in and wraps you
in a blanket of comfort
Time rushes in without caution or
As waves advance, take a step
care
back
Fading away as the last sunset apAs waves retreat, new memories
pears
emerge
Locking away a thought before it
Sand reveals traditions, hope,
ends
love, strength
Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Rush
Renew
-Delaney Roberts
Memories rush in as a million
colorful shells
Smiling as they sparkle, each
with a story
Shells reveal years of change,
happiness, tragedy, bliss
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Nostalgic Harmony
ImagineA language a single soul can comprehend
A cadence conveying divergent dreams dancing through one’s subconscious
A unified universe of allusions
An absolute atmosphere of life
ImagineYour detestable demons no longer detained
This single of a silenced memory gasping for air
The pain that is brought as dreams of a greater time come alive
A scar in one’s ear, burning from the touch of a melody
ImagineA bandage to nourish the neglected
The light sought out of sorrow
A rhythm with a dance of its own
A rush of recollected memories released from the depths of remembrance
An unescapable smile breaching the surface
ImagineYour old favorite song
Reminding you of all you have loved
And all you have lost
Imagine.
-Ava Williamson
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A Moment
We stare at the broken sky as it wraps around us
Caressing our careless bodies in its fluorescent lights
Sealing us in an infinite moment of elation.
We watch as the blazing stars dance for our merriment
Pausing only to steal a glance at our infatuated silhouettes
Divulging us in the secrets of the past.

The earth churns below our crippled souls
Holding us still with the promise of endless possibilities
Asking only for a single conformation.
The wind stirs above our frosty heads
Pressing our jaded lungs that lay pondering
Capturing our jagged breaths as we gaze at the falling night.
Our words cascade from our parted lips
Meager utterances flash before us
Taunting us with suppressed feelings that we have failed to articulate.
We linger with our final exhalation suspended in midair
We catch one final glimpse as the fleeting moment vanishes into the growing abyss
Leaving us bare and helpless to the dreary darkness.
-Marysol Luna
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Hayley Johnson
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Destiny
The ultimate question tugged upon the realms of my mind since childhood,
What is the occupation that will fulfill my life?
The ones whom have raised me throw some recommendations
A lawyer, a doctor, one who earns large wages.
I tell them, “It’s up to me to find the missing piece of my life.”
This is my destiny, this is my choice.
At this point, most of my peers have discovered how to enjoy their lives
Working at the easiest jobs that are within their range
Only to earn enough to attend the hottest Saturday night parties in town
An endless cycle with no profound purpose.
My way of living life to the fullest has a more independent and controlled definition.
This is my destiny, this is my choice.
The road I travel has no regards to the environment it leads to
The form it takes remains as an enigma, but one thing is certain,
My fulfillment will be the flower that sprouts amongst the cracks of an urban sidewalk
The oasis that gives the spirit certainty after a journey through the desert of perplexity
I shall venture forward upon this baffling road after I learn where its twists lead to.
This is my destiny, this is my choice.
Some people may think I’ve been contemplating too long on this decision
While their formal work attire laughs upon my lack of financial profit.
Even time begins to tense me with its unsettling pace attempting to rush my decision,
The hands on the clock revolving like rockets around a star known as ‘My conscience’.
Nevertheless, I give a look of defiance to the clock and shout, “My decision shall not
be rushed!”
This is my destiny, this is my choice.
-Tyler Anderson
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Not yet
Her heart beats quickly
Her skin starts to sweat
She is drenched in her own fear
Telling herself “not yet”
She is not clear who she wants to be, but she
knows she wants to be a success
If only she could bring up the courage
To put an end to “not yet”
She is as wise as can be
And bluntly honest too,
It is ONLY to herself
Who she is blind to.

She convinces herself she is not ready.
That is solely from her point of view.
She is magic in a box,
If only she knew…
She pictures her future as a great success,
But she will not get to where she wants to
go,
If she tells herself “not yet.”

-Zasha Roman

Jasmin Kheder
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365
Three sixty-five
Three hundred and sixty five days
Since I have been away
I dream of the day to go home again
I raise my gun and
I fight for rights
After getting the green light, I fall to the ground
Feeling warm liquid flowing out of my chest like a river
Breathing my last breathe,
As death falls upon me like rain
One after one we give our lives
Three sixty-five
For the ones we love
With my dying breath I pray
Thank you for letting me die this way today.
Holding a note for his loved ones
He slips away
Three hundred and sixty five days
He finally gets to come home today
Now he guards the gate in that peaceful place
Three hundred and sixty five days
It took for him to come home again
As he gets off the plane,
In that flag covered box
A fire of tears flood the day
As they cry their pain away
Three hundred and sixty five days
Is what it took to come to that peaceful place
-James
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Peaceful Meditation
I am at peace.
The wind softly pushing me further into meditation.
The sun warming the grass.
Eyes closed, I can see the pulse of the earth,
Of every leaf brushing against the next, every gentle whisper of the stream,
The constant hum of life always in motion, one thing happening in sync with another.
Inhale, then exhale,
Take in clean air, and release tension and toxins.
I feel my body moving with my surroundings.
The warmth in the air is like a blanket of light swirling around me.
I am stagnant figure, strong and stoic, but around me there is nothing but purity and zen.
I feel whole. I feel serene.
I am at peace.
-Zaena Teferra
Megan Daugherty
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Masterpiece of the aftermath
Sprawled across my bed,
In array of jackets, sweatpants, pens, pencils, and papers lies.
Each category contains its own variation of emotions.
My art hosts its own show among these sheets,
But no audience is needed for the show to go on.
In fact, people enter this show and see nothing but my unorderly arrangement of
cloth sculptures.
Paintings of emotions, ones you’ve never even scratched the surface of, litter
stained carpet.
Their canvases vary from scraps of boxes that just didn’t make it,
To paper that was never designed for such dense ink yet still managed to bear my
many mistakes
These paintings reveal more to the naked eye than my bedspread ever did.
These paintings either force you to dig deeper to truly uncover the mystery of my
covers,
Or
These paintings teach you more than you ever needed to know.
This mess of a room tells you more about my personality than I ever could.
This mirror covered in paint and bits of paper serves as a peek into my agitated, 3
AM psycheA door covered in small slits where knives dig further into my sanity than the presumably maple divider.
This room outlined by four walls contains so much more than your brain can fathom,
Yet all you see is the wreck of my reality.
-Brianne Joyce
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Bereavement
She is beautiful.
The way she laughs and talks,
A ray of sunshine seeping through the blinds
Subtly but surely brightening one’s day
The way she carries herself
Like a dancing butterfly in a field of flowers
With movements filled with joy and grace
The way she looks profoundly into the eyes, charming away
every bit of soul
As if her ocean-like irises were turned into tiny black holes
She’s so beautiful
As she takes away my only lover
I am left with hollowness with an interminable ache,
As I drown in the residue of her agonizing allure,
She stands, so beautifully.
-Yehyun Mun
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A Floating Sphere
I am billions of years old.
I am brittle all the way to my core.
There are seven whelps that rest upon my surface.
But resting is neither appropriate nor suitable for this given amount of inflicted
destruction.
My purpose is taken for granted.
I support life, while the lives I support mutilate me.
They prick, puncture, and pry me.
It is as if the thick viscous magma is being compacted down into me.
I am like an onion. As the layers are peeled back and disrupted, my strength
lessens.
Although I hope to be marveled one day.
I hope to feel warmth in the thick layers of my body that deserve to be bundled
up when it’s
cold.
I hope my compass calls for love, friendship, and loyalty.
I hope to expand so that the ones who are falling have something to grasp onto.
I will nourish the beings who cannot help themselves.
And to conclude my desire, someday I will unite all matter as an entirely new
universe.
Then the people will see my promise.
They will see.
They will see.
They will see.
-Rainey Tiegs
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Growing Up
Born into a world conveying
the impression of sunshine
and nothing but smiles;
Born into a world that appears cloudless,
Incapable of damage.
Growing up, you notice slight changes
In the daily schedule you’ve been following
since grade school;
Growing up , throughout each day of your
life.
Your eyes open and your once close-minded
perspective on life widens.

Tracy Woods

Sixteen years later drowning in the deep,
dark, inevitable
aspects of life that you never saw coming
You find the bond of your caretakers ripping
apart at the seems; what now?

From the dawn of Sunday,
To the dusk of Friday,
Your Mother smothers you with a charitable
amount of love,
While your Father takes on a new lover,
Hoping to distance the sound of your voice,
As the similar comparison between Mother
and Daughter,
Becomes too close for comfort.
“Welcome to the real world, honey. We love Growing up was never finding yourself lost
you”
at sixteen
We. My parents. Love. As a child you rely But sixteen being the time to find yourself.
on your parents
-Gabriela Currier
to take care of you, to love and cherish your
existence.
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Paradichlorobenze

Wandering the lands for eight long years,
One can lose sight of all their fears.
You used to be worried about family and friends.
Doesn’t matter now, have lost all of them.
Instead you run and instead you hide,
For getting the light that once shone in your eyes.
A soul so lost and shattered too,
it’s amazing that you make it through.
Strong as an ox but blind as a bat,
It’s time you realize that is that.
The past is gone,
The hardships through,
There is nothing more here that you can do.
Take a deep breath and close your eyes.
Drop everything and ignore the lies.
Someday you will find someone new.
This someone will come and accept you as you.
Protection from elements and people alike,
That’s all you need to dream about tonight
-James
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Why Are We Not Famous?
Why are we not famous,
is it, because we are so busy
waiting on a catch or not waiting like the rest?
Why are we not famous.
is it ‘cause the government
says no or because we have
nothing to show.
Why are we not famous?
Is it because we’re too busy
sitting on the couch or clicking
on a mouse? Come on now!
Why are we not famous?
You say society’s holding you
down, but we all live on
common ground. Be REAL!
Why are we NOT FAMOUS?
Segregation been done a long
time ago. Now it’s time for
you to get up and grow.
Why we are not famous
is a question for the wise
Because it looks as though
we’re too blind to see
we’re not famous
because it’s up to you
and me.
-A’Lundrea Morris
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Polk County Teachers of English
Poetry Anthology Winners 2015
On the following pages, we are pleased to reprint the poems that were recognized by the Polk County Teacher of
English as extraordinary poetry. Congratulations to our
George Jenkins winners!
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The man who possesses the golden watch
I don’t believe the man
who possess the golden watch
Is too fond of me
He perpetually winds
The miniscule hour hand
Causing time to pass in the blink of an eye
When I have too much to accomplish
He absolutely adores my pears
Who always find time not only for their studies
But leisure time as well
I’ve attempted to ally with him
Putting in extra hours afore the sun’s rising
And well after its setting
But the man with the golden watch sees no reason
I’m forced to go about hearing “Tick, Tick,
Tick”
Of his precious golden watch
Torturing me, reminding me that
Hard as I may try, he never allows me
Enough time

-Alexandria Hoback
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Distractions

Among the most unnerving things of this intricate life-absence of distractions
the comforting constancy of chaos reigns
Whether realized or not, we experience imminent abstraction,
attraction to the intoxication of distractions from which it is hard to abstain
Woe, and surely impending devastation to who he would be
Left alone with this thoughts, to let them run free
Neither fear of public-speaking, nor fear of death can compel
Fear, as distraction–less soul searching can
Expose the darkest trenches in the soul of all men
For without our distraction, we find the best blood-curdling of all-ourselves
Who can say what kinds of things you would fathom and ponder
Allowing your mind to roam free and wonder
Would you ponder you death? Question your life?
Fathom this world’s love, grief, and strife?
Who can say what you will find, surely not I
For this nearly a distraction from wandering
My own mind

-Jessica Peoples
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Rush
Warmth rushes in and wraps you in a blanket of comfort
As waves advance, take a step back
As waves retreat, new memories emerge
Sand reveals traditions, hope, love, strength
Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Renew
Memories rush in as a million colorful shells
Smiling as they sparkle, each with a story
Shells reveal years of change, happiness, tragedy, bliss
Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Renew
Time rushes in without caution or care
Fading away as lessons as the last sunset appears
Looking away a thought before it ends
Slam, Crash, Pound, Erase
Rush
-Delaney Roberts
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Prevail

Forever traveling down this imprisoned
Path of eternal thinking.
The thoughts I have I cannot articulate,
Pushing me farther into the abyss.
My hearts desires begin to fall from
My grasp like sand running through my
Frail fingers
The person I used to be is encased in a
Chained chest, and the key is no where to be found
it is as if I’m swimming in the churning sea with
Cinder blocks bound to my feet by chains.
I try to swim but my chains begin to tighten.
The waves begin to tower over me as if to express
their rage toward me trying to escape their clutches.
I am engulfed.
As I lie beneath the surface watching the brutal waters churn
above me, the sun shines with its luminous
Ray of hope and patience I swim to the shallow water and soon come
And storms will come but they only build strength.
I will vanquish every storm in my path.

-Jayden Polk
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Time
Hot fires and huge coats,
Outside the snowflakes sway and float,
Creating a sheet of white.
Steaming coffee in freezing weather,
The season cannot get any better,
As we huddle together in the cold.
Sprouting trees and blooming flowers,
Pleasant sun then rainy showers,
Awakening plants from their slumber.
New life and warmer weather,
This season cannot get any better,
As we sit in the sun so gold.
Falling leaves and golden colors,
The trees and plants getting duller and duller,
Until winter creeps in again.
Wooly hats and thicker sweaters,
The season could not get any better,
As the cycle begins to unfold.
-Tegan Davies
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Freezing

The loud crack of the shattering ice splinters the frosted silence.
You plunge into the water, a thousand needles piercing your skin.
Freezing
The only think you can think of is pain,
And the hollow though of cold death
Freezing
Whipping around in panic,
Blindly swimming in random directions
Freezing
You’re trying to find the way up
But you’re already going numb
Freezing
A glimmer sounds attention in your peripherals
You look up…
Freezing
Invisible in the dark water,
Tears of relief well in your eyes
Freezing
Lungs screaming for oxygen,
You race towards the surface light

Freezing
But it’s too late…
It’s already frozen over
Frozen
-Camille Johnson
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Ky Niem

The smell of incense is always lingering around the house.
Baby powder, yogurt, and the smell of milk is faintly on his soft baby skin.
His 24 month size sweater is striped with red and gray,
Which complements his aqua blue sweatpants.
I feel warm as I embrace him,
A bubbly, giddy feeling that burst into tiny little butterflies.
My heart races as his dulcet tone brings forth the very words that made my
day;
Chi hai which translates to “older sister.”
I feel happy that he gives me respect culturally and not just “big sis.”
I may have been slightly dazed due to happiness,
But nothing can beat the Cheshire grin that takes control of my lips.
I take a mental snapshot to keep this moment from being forgotten.
Because once a memory is gone,
All that’s left is a “ky niem.”
-Angela Pham
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The Sounds of Nature
Into the cold opaque lake,
The autumn leaves swiftly fall.
Sitting among eucalyptus trees awake,
Feathered creatures perch and call.
Alas, the sounds of nature.
The sun peeks over the treetops,
Glistening on all God’s creation.
The artistry within the earth never stops,
Or ceases to amaze me in its duration.
Alas, the sounds of nature.
A draft gently gracefully glides across meadows,
The grass follows the winds,
And small whistles echo.
No place I’d rather find.
Alas, the sounds of nature.
-Angel Wilkerson
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The Walls

Burdened by secrets,
The dark and depressing,
The petty and important,
I keep them all under lock and key.
But when the weight of them all
Becomes too much,
When I feel as though there are demons
Tearing at what is left of my soul
Piece by piece, hungrily after
The sweet forbidden knowledge
That lies within.
That is when I turn to the walls.
In the dead of night,
When there is no one to hear
The crumbling of my soul’s defenses,
I look to the alabaster plaster,
For they are my only comfort.
The walls do not answer,
Nor whisper words of wisdom,
Or even mumble remorse,
They only listen
As the gate is opened
And through tight lips
The secrets I have held for so long
Are released.

-Bailey McArdle
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Invasion

Snubs of sparks soar in the air,
The smell intoxicating,
Gray ash covering my skin,
The red flames licking me,
Teasing me,
Consuming everything in their path.
A shout in the distance,
The sound of a gun shot ringing in my ears.
A pain in my stomach,
I make my way,
Across a sea of black.
The dark sky blending in,
Flashes of red everywhere, confusing me,
Screams of terror,
Whispers telling me to hide,
Others that it is too late,
People in a forever sleep,
Blocking my path,
Bodies still and cold
Peaceful at last,
A piece of paper flitters in the wind,
Landing gently in my hands,
With one word written,
In elegant script,
Invasion.

-Jordan Wills
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Walking Through Wetlands
The subtle path underneath my tired feet
Is a soft pad that I traverse upon.
And in the mist I smell the scent of sweet,
That I caress, commit, and come to fawn.
And through the vegetation I pass by,
I witness the splendor that surrounds you.
My fascination will never run dry,
As at every turn I find something new.
And when I look forward, through strands of light,
I see nature, a realistic dream.
A face so full of joy, love, and delight,
As if beauty were a gentle, sound stream.
And through these wetlands that my worn feet roam,
Have I never felt more content at home.
-Nickolas Phan
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History

Negro.
Black, African.
Dark, light, or brown skin.
History is etched into our melanin.
From the craaack of the whip on the slave ship
To the claps given to out first black president.
From Africa to the Americas, treated like cattle
Now we populate most places from Miami to Seattle.
Our skin is composed of sienna, chestnut, and warm mahogany
Brown eyes that look like freshly turned earth after it rained
Our hair is kinky, but well maintained.
Once slaves that were not allowed to be educated
Now a black man is running the country.
MLK, Rosa, Malcom.
They are all parts of us.
Brothers and sisters,
We need to band together now more than ever.
Shootings, murders, homicides are still happening to this day.
And for what?
Our skin.
No matter how hard they try, we’ll still be here.

-Aaliyah Watkins
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A Beast Called Fear

There’s a task at hand
But I cannot complete it
For I am in the clenches
Of a beast called fear
He speaks to me
Through doubt and deceit
Pain in his favorite language
He takes his chains
And wraps them around my heart
Constricting it little by little
His next target is my mind
Once it’s penetrated, he slips
Into the shadows and spills his poison
Everywhere
My soul diverges into two
One half resisting-the other
Weak and accepting of his lies
He cackles at my meager attempt
To fight
And I can only wait until the moment
That I perish
-Vanessa Hart
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Preps in the Wrong

We all see you.
You (the preps) think that you’re
Better than us but we are all the same.
You are the group that wants to be
Noticed.
We can tell but
You think we can’t.
We act like ourselves and that’s
How we are known.
You may think that everyone will like
You more if you stand out.
We are all the same.
You think that your strut down the
Hall with your un-friendly attitude.
We view you as a person wanting
Attention.
We see you with the inflated
Ego of hot air.
We don’t know the real you.
Only you know the real you.
We don’t like the wannabe people
And neither do you.
What would you do without
All the attention you have now?
We are all the same.
-Michael Rhodes
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Unconditional

Unconditional means forever.
At least until you sever the tether, that’s supposed to be keeping us together.
Through any weather, for better or for worse, but this curse of disapproval hurts,
When I just want to be myself; no matter if my orientation is in the closet or on the shelf.
But they still look at me like I’m an abomination.
They want to change who I am, and keep me complacent.
And I’ve been patient, sitting and waiting for change, but I’m tired.
Mired in this unconditional wrath and ire.
Life’s always been an uphill spire,
But we always have to climb it alone,
Because we can’t rely on our own home.
But there are millions of kids who are just like you.
Who can help you, and show you what they go through.
Just remember that we always have someone to turn to,
So never turn tail and flee.
You’re surrounded by people who can set you free,
Who can try to understand you, with the third degree?
So just remember, and repeat after me:
It gets better.

-Evan Gadoury
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Procrastination
Homework, Homework, which needs to be done
Video games, TV and go have some fun
I have time, it’s not due for a week
Surf the internet until I fall asleep
Tomorrow I’ll get started is what I think in my head
But as usual I will be misled
Friday after school is football time with my friends
When Saturday sleeping in ends
My parents will work me like a mule
Sunday is spent socializing after Sunday school
Monday, Monday a new week is in motion
Please dear God give me some homework devotion
I still have a day or two
Before my homework is due
Tuesday instantaneously disappeared
Wednesday night is here oh no it’s what I feared
I have procrastinated until last moment
Now I hope my grade is not affected by the postponement
-Leroy Conner
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The Book
There are tales, both old and new
Listen, and they’ll speak to you:
Rogues and mages, warriors born
In the cold land of the storm;
Shaded in the canopies
The Elven cities in far-off trees,
Deep down in the Dwarven mine
Tinkered traps and treasure to find,
Love like non you’ve ever seen
Hatred like there’s never been;
Dragons from the ages gone,
Returned to bring the End to all;
Much you’ll find if you dare to look
It all starts with one step into a book.
-Natalie Jones
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Life in a Nutshell
The ocean never fails to embrace the seashore,
The trees never fail to change their leaves,
The flowers never fail to flourish into a radiant
Blossom.
Not every egg contains a baby chick
But every baby chick starts out as an egg,
A graceful butterfly was once a caterpillar,
Just as a frog was once nothing more than a tadpole.
What is life without growth and change?
Without it, everything would be the same.
Life with all of its wonders
And mysteriously beautiful characteristics would be
Non-existent.
Life and growth go together like the sun and the
Moon.
Without it we are nothing but together,
We can change the world.
-Alexa Falcon
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A Dying Fire
I watch her wither away, like paper thrown into a fire
Her insides collapse as if the flames engulf her
Only her edges don’t blacken, they yellow.
The fire that reflected from her eyes
Is not the exact flame that traps her.
She wears the label “terminal” around her neck
Like a scarlet “C” embroidered on her clothing.
Her hair resembles the leaves in November,
Leaving her head as barren as a tree in the winter.
The embers in her eyes die down,
Leaving two vacant, black holes.
Gravity weighs down on her lips;
They no longer curve up when she sees the family.
Her mouth has become just another line in her face.
Living is no longer a privilege—it is a burden.
She closes her eyes, and, like sand in a fist, she slips away.
-Heather Crowley
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I Feel In Love in New York

The white blanket that enveloped the outer layer of the nation’s heart,
And the statute of copper that signified the freedom,
The busy streets, the pounding feet, and all that was in between.
The smile that excavated my dreams in The City That Never Sleeps.
The heartbeat that thudded as one with the raving mad car horns.
And the Greyhound that flowed behind in the distance,
In a lost idiocy, one that demands my undivided attention, I cannot argue,
But in a slow dance, in the delicate snow,
There was but one thing for my mind to register above all else:
I fell in love with New York
With a man as dangerous as Capone.
I fell like a hopeless child on a midsummer’s first bike ride,
And I did not seem too terribly indulged in caring.
A smug countenance I could not differentiate between being an angelic smile or a devilish smirk,
And when his coat tail drifted away, like the chill giving way to new seasons,
I found that just like a monster,
His heart was drenched in a crimson cause,
And just like a man living out a job under Omerta, he left.
But on a beige parchment,
In a script of rush and distrust,
Were the only words that can summarize just what it means
To fall in love with New York,
Etched forever in unforgiving ink,
And in my unforgiving heart:
“Fuhgeddahboutit”

-Jackie Whalen
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Rest Easy

You disappeared, taking with you my rationale to exist.
Then, when I believed it couldn’t get any worse,
My days turned as dark as the dungeon which occupied my thoughts.
And as you warned—like my radiant happiness—
I began to lose myself.
Equanimity was-and is-a far-fetched illusion.
Although,
If I could go back, maybe I would have kept your advice.
You always said to seek beauty in the simplest measures.
The way a summer breeze had the ability to cast away negative apperceptions,
The aura held by the calm before the storm,
How the trees stirred with a seemingly somber rhythm.
I was simply incapable of appreciating life
Because my serenity had escaped me.
(You may also read this backwards.)

-Josie Harmer
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Memoirs on a Sleepless Night

Exhaustion and indifference are impelled like a timely tide.
The trials of the day accompany me tonight.
The warm comforter envelops me and elicits nostalgia.
The cool spots invigorate me as I roll onto them; they offer a fresh start to a banausic
Routine,
And I roll endlessly and incessantly as repetitive thoughts toss and turn as well.
Frustration consumes as I lay awake, unable to drift into a tranquil catharsis.
I envisage the ensuring day,
My eyes are heavy with closure, yet open to an unknown commencement.
I visualize my obstacles and foresee my triumphs.
Decisions are formed and choices shaped.
The sleepless night is significant,
The sleepless night is sublime and exclusive.
It is necessary as is rain to a dry and dirty city.
And original and familiar embarkation has begun as the eyes slowly occlude.
I drift away in a cloud of confusion and clarity, unhurriedly awaiting dawn.

-Maria Ranoni
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Picture perfect?
Snap.
That’s how it starts.
No, another snap– My hair wasn't right.
No, another snap– She wasn't ready.
Here starts the unfeasible chase for the picture perfect moment.
“Make sure to send me that picture.”
But, of course, I won’t send it to her until I post it first.
I’m part of the “selfie” generation
Where a person’s self-stature is based on a number.
How many likes? How many retweets?
Edit.
That’s step two.
Black and white.
No, Lo-Fi.
No, maybe amaro.
Non if these are working.
Even no filter looks better than this.
Would I dare to post an unfiltered picture-With all my insecurities let out in the open?
Will people actually “like” the real me?
The real me who has to give herself a pep talk every morning before school.
Who has boasted about getting into college, but secretly worries if she can afford it.
Who’s most crucial desire is to be on TV, but who is shadowed with overwhelming doubt.
Maybe the world would rather see the real me, instead of the mask I wear.
Post.

-Rebekah Castor
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God’s Canvas

Iridescent mists blanket archaic stone
Seeming to trap wise antiquity beneath
Dangling geometrics writhe and rustle in the breeze
While aqueous satin incessantly flows—
Sadistically,
Meandering,
Into a trance-like stoicism that invites wholly
Distinctive Chroma flash panoramically
Deluging vision with incandescent kaleidoscopes
Crisp air tingles flesh and pierces lungs
Invigorating the expedition throughout the living
Time-capsule
Every crunch and crinkle;
Clarity,
Lucidity,
Unanimity,
Benefactions bestowed from the ever-giving, everGrowing
Appalachians

-Brandi Loyd
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